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Scattering theory for a class of oscillating potentials

D. B. Pearson1)

Laboratoire de Physique Théorique et Hautes Energies2), Université de Paris-Sud, Bâtiment 211,
91405 ORSAY, France

(13. VIII. 1979)

Abstract. Spectral and scattering theory for the operator H=-(d2/dr2)+V in
L2(0,co)(V=V1+V2,V2=dW2/dr, W2=dU2/dr with U2 bounded) is closely related to that for
-(d2ldr2)+ Veffi, where VeH (Vj- W|) exp (1U2). This relationship is used to investigate the
generalized eigenfunctions and scattering theory for a wide range of oscillating potentials, including
V(r) sinr/r and V(r) er cos (er) (for which ft±(H;H0-j) exist and are complete), together with
new classes of singular potentials.

1. Introduction

It has been shown by a number of authors [1-5] that the usual scattering
theory for short range potentials may be extended to potentials which are not
prima facie of short range, but which oscillate sufficiently strongly at infinity to
compensate for this. In a similar way, one may deal with potentials such as

V= (sin r~2)/r3 which are highly oscillating at the origin, for which eigenfunctions
of -(d2/dr2)+ V behave very much like those of the free Hamiltonian -d2/dr2,
and for which the usual scattering and spectral theory may be carried through
almost without modification.

A characteristic feature of these potenials is that Jo Vdr may exist (as an
improper integral) whereas Jo | V| dr does not. Or that, with V= dW/dr, W may
be L1 whereas V need not be. Roughly, the integral of the potential behaves as
well as, or better than, the potential itself.

In the present paper we study a different, but connected, class of potentials
V Vx + V2, for which Vx and V2 are related in such a way that there may be a
kind of interference between these two terms in the potential.

Suppose for example that V2 dW2/dr and W2 dU2/dr, where now V2 and
W2 may be unbounded and oscillating, but U2 is bounded and converges to zero
at infinity.

We have the identity

J2l.tv1 + v1-(i+w1)(|-w1)+v,-w5.

A Permanent address: Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Hull, Hull (England).
2) Laboratoire associé au Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique.
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Since

d^y^'K'-»-
where P± exp± U2^>1 as r^-oo, We expect -[(d/dr) + W2][(djdr)- W2] to
behave for large r very much like the free Hamiltonian -d2/dr2. In that case, the
behaviour of -(d2/dr2) + V should be governed by a kind of effective Hamiltonian
Vx- WI; actually one has Veff. (Vx- W2) exp (2172).

In fact one can show (Section 3) that (for Vefl 0) the wave operators
ii±{-[(d/dr)+W2][(d/dr)-W2];-(d2/dr2)} exist and are complete under rather
weak assumptions on U2 (e.g. for U2 (sin r)/r or I72 sin ie')/r). This result
extends to Vefl ^ 0, provided Vefl (or rather the integral of Vefl is not too large.
We may then require cancellations between V! and W% in order to prove the
existence of ii±[~id2/dr2)+ V; -(d2/dr2)]. These cancellations should not be

regarded as exceptional; indeed if ep is a non-vanishing solution of -(d2ep/dr2) +
Vd> 0 we can always write V Vx + V2 with Vx (ep'/<p)2 and V2 (d/dr)(cp'l<p),
such that Vx- W2 0. The problem is that, for given V, we do not know ep in
advance.

One may show that, in many other respects, Veff is an effective potential for
the Hamiltonian -(d2/dr2)+ V. For example (unless g 1 is a critical value for
-(d2/dr2)+gVefl) one finds that -(d2/dr2)+V is semi-bounded if and only if
-(d2/dr2)+ Vefl. is. We defer further consideration of spectral properties to a

subsequent publication. An interesting feature is the non-linear dependence on
the coupling constant; thus -(d2/dr2) + g2Vefl is related more closely to
-(d2/dr2) + g2Vi + gV2 than to -(d2/dr2) +g2(Vt+ V2).

In Section 2 we investigate the asymptotic behaviour at r 0 and at r °° of
solutions of [-(d2/dr2)+ V+k2]/=0, with suitable assumptions on U2 and V,efl.,
using a non-linear integral equation from which the solutions may be constructed.
(For derivation of the related differential equation see Ref. 6, p. 36). We show,
for example, that solutions behave like those of the free differential equation
provided QeL1 and rQ is bounded, where Veft. dQ/dr. There is some reason
for allowing L72 to be complex (provided Re U2) is bounded) or even to allow U2
to contain logarithmic terms, since

(i) -£-**~ti+*)(5-4 md

(ii) d2 1(1 + 1)
_

Id l + l\ld l + l\
dr2 r2 \dr r )\dr r )'

Theorems 3 and 4 are devoted to extending the results to include potentials
oscillating more slowly at infinity.

In Section 3 we consider applications to scattering theory. We recover the
results of Dollard and Friedman, [5], for V sin r/r and related potentials, and
treat in addition a wide range of singular and long range potentials; including for
example V= e" cos (er), for which -(d2/dr2)+ V has absolutely continuous spectrum

from -\ to oo and the wave operators ii±[-(d2/dr2)+ V, -(d2/dr2)-^] exist
and are complete.
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2. Behaviour of eigenfunctions

We are interested in the asymptotic behaviour at r 0 and r °° of solutions
of the differential equation

~^+(Vx+V2)f=0 (0<r«*=) (1)

where, to permit maximum generality we allow Vt and V2 to be complex.
Suppose

V2 ^P (0<r<œ) (2)
dr

and

W2 ^ (0<r<«>) (2')
dr

where Re (172) is a bounded function of r for r>0. This assumption allows V2 to
be wildly oscillating either near r 0 or near r °°, and is satisfied for example by
V2=rNsin(r-M)(M>§(N-2)>0) or by V2= rN sin (rM)(M>|(N+2)>0).

Define Q(r), up to an additive constant, and Vefl, by

Veff. (V1-W2)exp(2l72) ^ (0<r<») (2")
dr

We shall find that the asymptotic behaviour of solutions / of (1) may be
determined, provided that Q is sufficiently small in a sense to be made precise. To
this end, define an auxiliary function vv by

w (j£-W2)exp2t72(r) (3)

The function vv will be defined in any interval which does not contain zeros of
/. In particular, we are interested in solutions / which are non-vanishing either in
a neighbourhood of zero or of infinity. Given vv, the solution / may be determined
up to a multiplicative constant by regarding (3) as a first order linear equation for

It may easily be verified that vv satisfies the equation

^+w2exp(-2l72) ^ (4)
dr dr

Equation (4) may often be converted into an integral equation which may then be
solved by standard iterative techniques. Our first, and simplest, result obtained by
this method is:

Theorem 1. Suppose

(i) Re 172 is bounded
(ii) |rQ(r)| is bounded and
(iii) QeLHO.oo).
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Then equation (1) has a solution having the asymptotic behaviour

f(r) exp (I72(r))(l + o(l)) (5)

as r—»0, and a further solution having this asymptotic behaviour as r—»°°.

Proof. Consider first the behaviour near r 0, and write, for a particular
solution of (4), the integral equation

w(r)=Q(r) + (w(0)2exp(-2l72(0)dl

Define the integral 72 by

I2(r)

and note that

|Q2(0exp(-2l72(f))|di

(6)

(7)

I2(t)dt [tl2(t)]f + \tQ2(t) exp (-lU2(t))\ dt

From the hypotheses of the Theorem, and noting that el2(e) > 0 for e < R, we see
that the r.h.s. is bounded as e—»0, so that I2eL1(0, R).

Equation (6) may be iterated by taking wr Q and

w„+i(r)=Q(r) + (w„(0)2exp(-2l72(0)df (8)

Then |w2-w1|<I2(r), and supposing

|w„_,|sAI2(r) + |Q(r)|, |w„|<AI2(r) + |Q(r
and \w„ — vv,

|wn+i-wn

n-Li-A,(I2(r)), we have

•R
=s \wn - vv,,_i| • \wn + wn+x\ I exp (-2[72)| dt

<lAn | I2(t)(AI2(t) + \Q(t)\)exp (~lU2(t))\ dt

¦lCAJ2(r) (AI2 +10|) dt,

where C sup | exp (-2f72(f))|. Hence we can write

|w„+1-wn|<An+1(I2(r)) (0<r<R), where An+1 KAn

and K may be made arbitrarily small by choosing R sufficiently small. The
constant A may be chosen such that A =£0^" (1-K)-1, and the constant K
may be taken arbitrarily close to 2CJ^(/2+|Q|) dt. Then the iteration converges
for 0 < r < R, and the iterative solution satisfies

|w|<AJ2 + |Q|.
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In particular, weL1^, R), and we may use (3) to construct the solution

/(r) exp{[72(r)+| w(t) exp(-lU2(t)) df} (9)

of equation (1), which satisfies the estimate (5) as r—>0. For the behaviour at
infinity, replace (6) by

w(r)=Q(r) + (w(0)2exp(-2l72(0)dr (10)

and set R oo jn the definition (7) of I2. Then r/2(r)< const JT t \Q(t)\z dt and is
bounded for large r, and again we find I2eL1(a,l^>). We may then prove
convergence of the iteration for sufficiently large r, and the solution

/(r) exp{l72(r)-f w(t) exp (-2C72(f)) dt\ (11)

satisfies the estimate (5) as r—»oo.

Remark 1. Potentials V=Vi + V2 satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) of the
theorem are a generalization of the so-called W-class of potentials first studied by
Baetman and Chadan [3]. The W-class corresponds to the special case V2 0.

Remark 1. A second solution of equation (1), which is o(r) as r—»0, is
/Jo l//2 dt. If lim^o U2(r) exists, we obtain in this way two solutions flt f2, such
that /i~l and f2~r as r—»0. In that case, solutions behave near r 0 like the
solutions of the Schrödinger equation with a potential which is regular at the
origin. However, df/dr may well be unbounded, since in equation (3) W2 may be
unbounded and oscillating. Similar comments apply to the behaviour at infinity.

Example 1. Let

Vx l/(18r4) and V2 r6 sin ir3).
Then U2= -s\r2sin ir3) + Oir5) as r^O (taking L72(0) 0) and Q
Tegsin(2r3)+0(r).

(From il"), we need to evaluate J0 Vx - W2) exp (2f72) dt, which can be done
by writing exp (2U2) 1 + 2 U2 + 0(Ul).)

Theorem 1 applies, and we obtain two solutions fx, f2 of equation (1), such that
fx—1 and /2—r as r—>0.

Notice that this example depends on a cancellation in V! - V/\. The
behaviour is quite different if, e.g., we change the 'coupling constant' in Vt from
its value of \\- Analysis of examples such as this with variation of the coupling
constant will be treated in a subsequent publication. A family of potentials which
generalize Example 1 is given by

Example 2

B2 B sin (r~M)
V=V1+V2 2mV(n_m_1)

+ -i_i (M>|(N-2)>0)
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This example is most conveniently analysed by means of the separation

V
B2 B(N-M-l) _M

2M2r2(N~M~1) MrN~M °°S

Bcosjlr^)
2 M^-^1

Again Theorem 1 may be applied to obtain two solutions near r 0, /i ~ 1 and
f2~r.

Example 3

_ ir ì

and

Vi =i V2 er cos (er), so that W2 sin (er)

0 ècos(2er)dr+0(e"r) as r-^œ .-.Q=0(er).

Also 172= 0(e~r) and we obtain 2 solutions with /i~ 1 and f2~r as r—»oo.

In order to apply the present analysis to potential scattering, we need to
consider the effect on the behaviour of / of the inclusion of a term 1(1 + l)/r2 in
the potential V Vt + V2. The following result, while strengthening the hypotheses

of Theorem 1, applies in practise to almost as wide a class of potentials, and
provides the necessary extension of the Theorem for behaviour near r 0.

Theorem 2. Let Q and U2 be given by equations (2), (2'), (2") and suppose
that, for some e > 0,

U2=0(re), Q=0(r1+e) as r^O

Then the differential equation

d2f I l(l+l)\~^HVi+V2+~Vt 0 (°<'<œ) (12)

has 1 solutions fx, f2, satisfying respectively

fx r'(l + o(i))
/2=r'+1(l + o(D)

(13)

as r—»0,

Proof. Since

/g+i) q+i)2 dui+i)^)
we can follow through the proof of Theorem 1, replacing everywhere Vt
by Vx + [(l + l)2/r2] and W2 by W2 + [(/+T)/r]. Hence L72 must be replaced
by Ü2 U2 +(I +1) log r. In (V^Wf) there will be an additional term
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-[1(1+ l)/r]W2. Hence Q must be replaced by

ô | r2<'+1>( Vx- Wl-^y^ W2) exp (1U2) dr

2<i+i) dQ 2l+l d
(r2«+»-^-(l+l)r2,+1Y-(exp(2U2)-l)drdr dr

0(r2l+1+e)

on integrating by parts and noting exp (2L72) 1 + 0(U2).
Defining w by equation (3) with appropriate modifications where now /

satisfies equation (12), equation (4) becomes

dw 7 dQ— +w2r-2(i+1)exp(-2t72) -^ (14)

which, for a particular solution vv, may be replaced by the integral equation

w(r)=Q(r)- w2(f)r2(,+1) exp (-lU2(t)) dt (14')

This equation may now be iterated as in the proof of Theorem 1, starting with
Wx(r)= Q(r)= 0(r2l+l+e), and it is straightforward to verify that the iteration
converges to w(r) 0(r2l+1+B).

Replacing U2 by U2 in equation (9) immediately gives the estimate (13) for
f2. The estimate for fx follows on writing

h h 2dr.
Î2

1

fì
Remark 3. If we assume only l/2—»0, rQ-»0 as r-»0, we find

fx rl exp (o(log r)) 1

/2=r,+1exp(o(logr))j

Equation (14') may also be iterated if we assume only that Re (172) and \rQ\ are
bounded, provided / is sufficiently large.

Remark 4. A similar result to that of Theorem 2 applies to behaviour at
infinity. In that case we assume 172= 0(r~e), Q= 0(r~1~e) as r—»oo. The proof is

essentially the same, except that we replace Vx by Vx + (l2/r2) and W2 by
W2-(l/r).

Example 4. Define Vt and V2 as in Examples 1 or 2. Then we can find
solutions fx, f2 of equation (12), satisfying (13) as r—»0. For example 3, we can
find solutions of equation (12) satisfying (13) as r—»oo.

Theorem 1 may readily be used to investigate asymptotic behaviour near
r 0 of solutions of

dr2
+ (Vx+V2-k2)f 0 (15)
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for k2>0, by including in the definition of Va the contribution -k2. At r °° the
situation is different, since — k2 may in no sense be regarded as a small perturbation.

However, Theorem 1 may still be used if we suitably redefine Vx and V2,
and we have

Theorem 3. Suppose that, as r—»oo; and for some e>0

0) Ü2=o(p~), 0 0^
(ii) j U2(t)exp(2ikt)dt=o(J^j,

0(f) exp (2ikt)dt=0\-rr\

where k is real and non-zero.
Then equation (15) has a solution f having the asymptotic behaviour, as r—»oo.

/(r) e'-(l + o(^)) (16)

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 1, replace Vx by Vt- k2 and W2 by W2+ik.
Then U2 becomes fj2= U2+ikr and Q becomes

Q (Vx-Wl-likW2) exp (2L/2) exp (2ikr) dr

^-ikjr(exp(lU2)-l))e2-k'dr

1

°bn
on integrating by parts and noting that exp(2rj2)= 1 + 1U2+ 0(172).

Hence the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Defining vv by equation (3)
with appropriate modifications the resulting integral equation for vv may be
iterated, to give a solution vv 0(l/r1+E) We also have:

we dt we-2ik'dt+Oi rl+2e)

°° dw / 1

-e-^dt+O^

'^e-2-'dt+oi^-

(lik)~1

on integrating by parts,

(2ik)-1

on using equation (4) (suitably modified).

- (2ik)-1(Q(r)- ik(exp (2l72(r)) - 1)) + o(^
o
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On using the formula corresponding to equation (11), the Theorem is proven.

Example 5. Define V! and V2 as in Example 3. Then equation (15) has 2
solutions, satisfying respectively

f(r) e±ikr(l + 0(e~r)) as r^oo

It may happen that equation (10) may be iterated even in cases for which Q and
U2 converge to zero much less rapidly that 1/r. The following Lemma gives
sufficient conditions for this to happen.

Lemma. Suppose that Re(U2) is bounded and that functions Wx and F can be

found, such that

(i) Wx(r)=Q(r) + F(r)+[ w\(t) exp (-lU2(t)) dt (17)

(ii) Wx(r) o(^YJ and j Wl(t) exp (-lU2(t)) dt o{Jpj

as r—»œ, for some ß>\, ß'>0, ß + ß'>l, the integral being defined in the improper
Riemann sense.

(iii) J F(t)wx(t) exp (~lU2(t)) dt o(J^j and

F(r) Oi-j^zj as r—»oo, for some e>0.

Then there is a solution vv of equation (10), satisfying

W Wx + 0(^;j as r—»oo.

Proof. Set vv Wi + Z in equation (10)
Then

Z=-F+\ Z2(0exp(-2l72(0)df+ lZ(t)wx(t) exp (-lU2(t)) dt (18)

In the final integral on the r.h.s., write

I(r)= Wx(t)exp(-lU2(t))dt
Jr

and integrate by parts, substituting for dZ/dt from (18). This gives

Z= -F+ j Z2(f) exp (-2f72(0) dt + lZ(r)I(r)

+ 2I(0(-^-Z2O)exp(-2l72(0)

-2Z(f)wi(t) exp (-2172(0) dt (19)
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Equation (19) is completely equivalent to (18), since if 0 denotes the difference
between the r.h.s. of (18) and Z then (19) implies 0 + jr H(d0/dt) dt=0, of which
the only solution is 0 0. On the other hand, equation (19) may be iterated
starting with Z^O. The inhomogeneous term is - (F + J7 H(dF/dt) dt
0(l/r1+e) on using assumptions (ii) and (iii). One readily finds that the iterative
solution satisfies Z= 0(l/r1+E), from which the conclusion of Lemma follows.

Remark 5. Condition (i) of the Lemma asserts that F is the difference
between some estimate vvt for the solution of equation (10) and the estimate w2
obtained from wx by iteration. Conditions (ii) and (iii) imply that Wx and F are not
too large. The Lemma means, roughly, that once \wt- w2|<const./r1+e, the
iteration will continue to converge.

We now have, as an application of the Lemma,

Theorem 4. Suppose that, for some real k^O, and for some l>ß>§,

(i) l72(r)=o(^)

U2(t)e2ik'dt=o(^j

(U2(t))2e2ik'dt=o(J^J

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
dQ(t) ,„e

dt

Then equation (15) has a solution f having the asymptotic behaviour

f(r) eik'(l + o(-^)) (20)

Proof. Apply the lemma with V! replaced by Vi-k2 and W2 by W2+ik.
Then (cf. proof of Theorem 3), 172 becomes Ü2= U2+ikr and Q becomes

Q=o(^)-ik(exp(2l72)-l)e2i

(exp(2l/2)-l)e2ifcrdr

2skr

Ik'

-likU2e2ikr-4k U?e2ikrdr + °&)
dU2(t) ,jk,lik\ —j^e2lk'dt +I dt

We therefore take

°(±)

Wx(r) lik dU2(t) ,jk,
dt

e2ik' dt (21)
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in the lemma. From (i) and (ii) above, Wi(r) 0(l/rß). Hence

w\(t)e'2ik' dt

551

j w\(t) exp (~lU2(t)) dt= o(^rr) +

o(?^ï) + (2ik)-1

-AM
Iwx

dwx
e-2ik,

dt
dt

-likU,e+2ik'+4k2 U2e2iks ds
dU2
dt

dt

on using equation (21). Note 3/3 -1 1 + e, e > 0.
Using

2172^ ^(17I)
dt dt

for the first term, both terms of the integrand may be integrated by parts, giving

| w2(t) exp (-2Û2(0) dt o(p^n)

Noting that Wx~Q 0(l/r3ß~l) we find F=0(l/r3ß_1) in the equation
corresponding to (17).

Using (21), it may readily be verified that

| wx exp (~lU2(t)) dt o(^n).

It remains to estimate the integral in (iii) of the Lemma, for which it suffices to
consider J^ F(t)wx(t)e~2ikt dt. We first calculate

Q(t)wx(t)e~2ikt dt o(^n) +1 Qx(t)wx(t)e~2ikt dt

where

Q!(r)=-2ik W2exp(2L72)emrdr=o(^ (22)

Writing

Qie-2ikt -{-(2ik)-101e-2ifc'-i(exp(2rj2)-l)}

and integrating by parts, we have

\~ Qx(t)wx(t)e-2*' dt o(^) - [' [Qx ^f+ ik(exp (2U2)-1)^ e2*'} dt
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But the first contribution in the integral is just

Qi(r) U2(r) -lik\ U2W2 exp (2 U2)e2ikt dt oi-^-A

on writing

d /Z2Ze2Z-ze dZ (f+O0P))

and integrating again by parts. The second contribution may be estimated
similarly and we have

| Q(t)wx(t)e-2ik'dt=o(-^j

Substituting for F(t) from (17) and noting that we have already shown that

\~w2x(t)e-2ik'dt=o[-±r),

in order to verify (iii) of the Lemma we need only consider

j dfwi0)e-2ik'| | w?(s)exp(-2l72)dsl

But, noting that

| wi(0e-2""df=o(^)

from (21) and integrating by parts, it is readily checked that the remaining integral
is 0(l/r3ß"1).

Hence the conditions of the Lemma are satisfied, and a solution / of
equation (15) may be constructed by using the formula corresponding to (11).

From (11), to complete the proof of Theorem 4 it remains to show that

w(t) exp (-2U2(t))e-2ikt dt o(^n) (23)

The l.h.s. of (23) is 0(l/r2ß-1) + jr w(t)e~2ikt dt. Writing, w Wi + Z, we have
already noted that

| wi(0e-2ik'dt=o(^)

Substituting for Z from (18) and integrating by parts we have

"
Z(t)e~2ik' dt=-\ F(t)e-2ik' dt + o(-A
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and substituting for F(t) from (7) and integrating by parts we have

-j F(t)e~2ik'dt=\ Ô(f)e"2ik'df+o(^rî)

^Ql(t)e-2ik'dt+o(-^),

where Qx is given by (22). Using (22), this is just

°{-pWj - [ W2 «xp (2 U2) dt o(~î) + è(exp (2172) - 1) o(^n)

This completess the proof of (23) and of Theorem 4.

3. Applications to Scattering Theory

Let H - (d2/dr2) + Vx + V2 acting on C°° functions having compact support
in (0, oo), where V! and V2 are supposed real and

dW2 „. dU-,
V, —¦* W,

dr ' 2 dr

Let H be a self-adjoint extension of H, acting in L2(0, oo). We rely on
a result of Dollard and Friedman [5], itself based on a paper of Green and
Lanford [7], which implies the existence and completeness of the wave operators
fl±(H, H0)(H0= -d2/dr2), provided solutions of (15) can be found satisfying (20)
with ß>|, where the error term is uniform in k in finite closed subinterval of
(0, oo). The subintervals may be chosen to exclude any given finite set of exceptional
values of fc, at which (20) need not hold.

This result allows us to deduce the existence and completeness of wave
operators, provided U2 and 0 satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3, or of Theorem
4 with ß >|, where dQ/dr Vx - W%) exp (1U2).

Example 6. Let

V=Vi+V2 ^-r with j3>f

(Take Vt 0.) Then H±(H, H0) exist and are complete

Example 7. Let

V —-2r1/2sin(r2).
2r

Then fi±(H, H0) exist and are complete.
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Example 8. Let

s cos rM
Vi ^ and W2 -^-

for 0<ß <3 and M sufficiently large.
Then ii±(H, H0) exist and are complete for g \. On the other hand, if ß is

close to I and g^\, the wave operators do not exist. In that case wave operators
il±{H, H0 + [(g~l)/r2ß]} exist, so that modified wave operators il±(H, H0) exist.

Example 9. Let

V |+ercos(er)

Then ii±(H,H0) exist and are complete. (Note that fî±(H0 + gV, H0) in this case
exist only if g 0 or 1

Equivalently, if V= er cos(er), H has absolutely continuous spectrum from
-\ to oo, and ii±(H, H0~k) exist and are complete.

The potential V(r) e' cos (er) is also interesting in that it gives rise to a
non-trivial example in the algebraic theory of scattering of a potential requiring
renormalization of the unperturbed (kinetic) energy in order to define wave
operators. This possibility is included in the theory of Jauch, Misra and Gibson [9]
and corresponds to Case 3, p. 330, of the approach of Amrein, Martin and Misra
[10].

Example 10. Let V be as in Examples 1 and 2. Then ii±(H, H0) exist and are
complete (cf. for example 8); one has the limit circle case at the origin, but H has
a 'natural' self-adjoint extension.
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